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Dielectric nonlinearity in photorefractive spatial soliton formation
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We find that the anomalous behavior of optical spatial screening solitons observed in the high-symmetry
paraelectric phase is a consequence of nonlinear dielectric effects. These, coupled to space charge in saturated
conditions, change the effective optical nonlinearity even far from the phase-transition regime.
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Materials manifesting light-induced electro-optical e
fects, such as photorefractives, lead to nontrivial opti
propagation phenomena that range from wave mixing to s
trapping @1,2#. In a time-independent representation, cor
sponding to a continuous-wave excitation, model equati
are formally analogous to those associated to wave prop
tion in media with nonlinear susceptibilities. As opposed
direct nonlinear optical effects, these phenomena rest o
temporally nonlocal mechanism, by which the rapidly osc
lating light fieldEopt(v) is partially absorbed and leads to
quasistatic internal space-charge fieldE, which in turn
modulates the material index of refractionn @i.e., the high-
frequency linear susceptibilityx(v)# through the zero-
frequency susceptibilityx(0). In this interplay between
high- and low-frequency responses, which allows the ob
vation of phenomena that would otherwise seem a riddle
system undergoing direct nonlinear propagation@2#, optical
self-action is mediated by the static material polarizationP
5x(0)E, which, being intimately linked to the particula
structural state of the material, would have beam phen
enology sensitive to it.

On the contrary, most phenomenology is transparen
the state of the medium. In particular, if we consider pho
refractive self-trapping of continuous-wave visible las
beams, leading to photorefractive screening solitons,
light-crystal interaction can be described through a satura
Kerr effect@3#. The physical parameters of the system do
explicitly participate, since they can be taken into acco
through a renormalization of boundary conditions, solit
full-width-half-maximum~FWHM! Dj and soliton intensity
ratio u0

2 @2,3#. This feature makes photorefractives a re
tively powerful instrument of investigation in nonlinear sc
ence, in addition to hosting peculiar phenomena that are b
interesting and useful.

This circumstance, fruit of an effective~secondary! inter-
action, can break down. This occurs blatantly in conditio
in which spontaneous polarization plays a significant ro
such as for spontaneous self-trapping@4# and soliton fixing
@5#. However, these phenomena are not directly related
soliton propagation. A more fundamental manifestation
curs in diffusion-driven self-action, in which boundary co
ditions actually playno role, and solitons form on the sol
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basis of the crystal temperatureT @6#. Yet these beams have
to date, never been observed, and this fascinating predic
finds no place in our present discussion.

We report and describe a distinct manifestation of str
tural effects that modify in a nontrivial way the behavior
photorefractive screening solitons in the high-symme
paraelectric phase. In particular, we are able to asc
anomalies in the existence conditions of these solito
which occur even relatively far from the Curie temperatu
Tc , to dielectric nonlinearity@7#. The resulting system is
described by a modified nonlinear equation that, apart fr
depending directly~i.e., in a manner that cannot be factore
out in boundary conditions! on crystal temperatureT, de-
pends also on thenatureof the ‘‘distant’’ phase transition.

Screening solitons in paraelectrics are accessibly obse
in centrosymmetric potassium-lithium-tantalate-nioba
~KLTN ! @8# both as slab@9# and needle beams@10#. They are
commonly described, in the (111)D ~D means dimension!
slab case, by means of an adaptation of the standard sc
ing model, valid in the noncentrosymmetric case, to
paraelectric case@11#. The difference in the two description
is relegated to the relationship connecting the material in
of refraction to the static polarization, Dni j 5
2(1/2)n3gi jkl PkPl in paraelectrics, as opposed to the line
Pockels effectDni j 52(1/2)n3Ri jk Pk in polar samples,n
being the unperturbed index, andgi jkl andRi jk the quadratic
and linear electro-optic tensors, respectively. For a cons
tive relationship between the low-frequency polarization a
field P5«0(« r21)E, «5«0« r being the dielectric constant
this leads to effective saturated Kerr propagation descri
by Dn}1/(11I /I b)2, analogous to the nonlinearityDn
}1/(11I /I b) encountered in noncentrosymmetric ferroele
trics, I being the optical intensity, andI b the saturating back-
ground illumination@2,3#. Thus, the nature of screening i
noncentrosymmetric and centrosymmetric samples is ge
ally thought to be the same.

Experiments project a somewhat different story@9#. They
indicate that in KLTN this analogy is well founded except f
the anomalous existence conditions of centrosymmetric s
trapping. Apart from the known mismatch between the e
perimental and theoretical curves, observed both in c
trosymmetric and noncentrosymmetric samples, a
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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attributed in part to the coupling between soliton and ba
ground fields@12#, first observations indicated a peculi
temperature dependence of the existence curve that coul
possibly find an explanation in the standard screening mo
In particular, it was found that in the range of the values
the sample temperatureT in which screeners were obser
able, higher values ofT ~farther from Tc) gave rise to an
existence curve that was progressively shifted towards hig
values of soliton normalized FWHMDj in the (Dj,u0) pa-
rameter plane@9#.

This effect, observedoutsidethe hysteretic cycle, sugges
that we are not involving spontaneous polarization. Howe
being that screening solitons are supported by strong,
tially modulated, space-charge fields, a less dramatic m
festation of the dielectric anomaly appears in the form
dielectric nonlinearity. This structurally modifies the low
frequency constitutive relationship, introducing a nonline
T-dependent behavior that does not factor out, as does
dependence of«, g, n, onT. Thus, whereas the mechanism
the basis of self-trapping is the modulation of the local cr
tal polarization induced by the light generated space-cha
field @3#, the very presence of this field locally modifies th
thermodynamic potential of the lattice, inducing a poin
dependent modification of the dielectric response~dielectric
nonlinearity!.

In the tractable (111)D case, i.e., for slab solitons whos
optical polarization is along thex direction, and for whichE
is a scalarx-dependent function, a description of dielectr
nonlinearity can be obtained starting from the free energy
the crystala(P) @7#. A phenomenological description, in th
stress-free case, as a function of the crystal polarizatioP
along the cubic directionx, is given by the relationship

a~P!5 1
2 sP21 1

4 j̄P41 1
6 zP6, ~1!

where s, j̄, and z are material-dependent, possib
temperature-dependent constants. In this context, the de
dence of the dielectric constant«.(]P/]E) on the electric
field E[(]a/]P) is approximately described by@neglecting
the P6 term in Eq.~1!#

«~E!5
«~0!

113j̄«~0!3E2
, ~2!

where

«~0!5
1

s
5

«0C

T2T0
~3!

follows the Curie-Weiss relationship.«0 is the vacuum di-
electric constant, andC and T0 are phenomenological con
stants. The electro-optic response mediating optical s
action is, therefore,

Dn52 1
2 n3ge f f«0

2« r
2~x!E2~x!, ~4!

wherege f f is the effective electro-optic coefficient~that de-
pends on the geometry of the scalar setup@9#! and « r is x
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dependent through the modulation ofE(x) and Eq.~2!. From
Eq. ~2!, this relationship can be approximated by

Dn52 1
2 n3ge f f«~0!2@126j̄«~0!3E2~x!#E2~x!, ~5!

in conditions in which 3u j̄u«(0)3E2(x)!1 @in our conditions

@3u j̄u«(0)3E2(x)#max;0.1#.
Indeed this is not the only change in the self-consist

standard approach. There is the more subtle appearanc
polarization chargesrP5E•“« alongside the normal sepa
rated chargerE5«“•E. However, as in the standard ap
proach, we are concerned with experimental configurati
in which the direct influence of charge density can be
glected@3#. In fact, rE andrP involve the same scales, an
in conditions in which the screening theory is valid, its e
tension to include dielectric nonlinearity does not invol
rP .

We thus impose self-consistently that the slowly varyi
amplitudeA(x,z) of the optical fieldEopt5A(x,z)eikz2 ivt

~and I 5uAu2) of wavelengthl and wave vectork52pn/l
be a soliton eigenfunction of the form

A~x,z!5u~x!eiGz~ I b!1/2, ~6!

z being the direction of propagation,G the propagation con-
stant eigenvalue, andI b the aforementioned background illu
mination. The internal normalized space-charge fieldY
[E/(uVu/L), where V is the field applied to the crystalx
electrodes, andL is the width of the sample alongx, is re-
lated to the normalized soliton amplitudeu through the rela-
tionship @2,3#

Y52
1

@11u~j!2#
, ~7!

where j5x/d is the transverse coordinate normaliz
to the spatial scaled5(22kb)21/2, and b5(k/n)Dn0
is the scale of the optical nonlinearity, whereDn0
52(1/2)n3ge f f«(0)2(V/L)2 (Dn0,0, being ge f f.0 in
KLTN ! is the index of refraction change in the absence
light and without phase-transition effects.

Imposing Eq.~6! and inserting the index modulation ob
tained from Eqs.~7! and~5! into the parabolic wave equatio
for A(x,z), the (111)D case is described by the followin
nonlinear wave equation:

d2u~j!

dj2
52Fd2

1

@11u~j!2#2 S 11r
1

@11u~j!2#2D Gu~j!,

~8!

whered5G/b is determined by the boundary conditions a
r526j̄«(0)3(V/L)2 is the dimensionless scale of the d
electric nonlinearity. Whereas, forr50 Eq. ~8! reduces to
the one at the basis of the standard screening model@11#, a
finite value ofr gives rise to a different nonlinear equatio
Without considering the change in the saturation of the n
linearity, the overall effect can be seen as a higher-or
‘‘focusing’’ one for r.0, i.e., for an anomaly associate
4-2
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DIELECTRIC NONLINEARITY IN PHOTOREFRACTIVE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 053814
with a first-order phase transition, wherej̄,0, and a ‘‘defo-
cusing’’ one for a second-order transition, wherej̄.0 and
hencer,0.

In order to close the self-consistent approach, we can
late the eigenvalued to boundary~launch! conditions. To do
this, we note that, as occurs for the standard screening th
@2,3#, no dissipative term containingu8(j) appears in Eq.
~8!, and it can be integrated once by quadrature. Fina
imposing the boundary conditions pertaining to bright so
tons ~the only species observed in KLTN@9,10#!, and defin-
ing u0[u(0), weobtain the expression ford:

d5
1

11u0
2

1
r

3

~11u0
2!321

u0
2~11u0

2!3
. ~9!

In a first set of experiments, we investigated the dielec
nonlinearity of the soliton-supporting samples, in the ran
of temperatures where self-trapping is observed. In orde
highlight the role of dielectric nonlinearity, which as me
tioned is strongly dependent on the nature of the transit
our studies are carried out ontwo samples of KLTN, KLTN1,
and KLTN2, which undergo two substantiallydifferentphase
transitions. KLTN1 experiences a second-order-like tran
tion at Tc1.11 °C, whereas KLTN2 undergoes a first-orde
like transition at Tc2.20 °C ~see Fig. 1!. The samples,
which measure, respectively, 3.7x34.3y32.4z mm and 2.6x

32.1y39.2z mm, are zero-cut with respect to their princip
axes of the high-symmetry paraelectric phase. They are
ferent nonstechiometric compositions of KTN and KLN, th
accounting for their qualitatively and quantitatively differe
behavior, and have a perovskite-like ferroelectric structu
They are doped with copper and vanadium atoms, and th
give rise to a substantial photorefractive response for ligh
to 600 nm in both samples.

The low-frequency electric field is delivered to ea
sample by means of gold electrodes deposited on thex fac-
ets,L153.7 mm andL252.6 mm apart. A static voltageV
is applied to the facets by a low-current programmable hi
voltage supply, whereas anLCR meter superimposed an un
coupled low-frequency (,100 KHz) oscillation for simul-
taneous capacitance measurement. The sample temperaT
is fixed by a Peltier junction, driven by a stabilization circu

FIG. 1. Linear dielectric anomaly of soliton-supporting samp
KLTN1 ~squaresh) and KLTN2 ~circless).
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whose output is the junction current and input is the attain
sample temperature, measured by means of a thermoco
in contact with the sample.

For a zero-applied external field,E05V/L50, the mea-
sured dielectric anomaly, i.e., the behavior of« r for different
values of crystalT, is shown in Fig. 1. The curves refer t
decreasing temperature trajectories, and the hysteretic c
occurs for temperatures belowT.13 °C for KLTN1 andT
.22 °C for KLTN2. The phenomena we wish to interpr
refer to values above this limit, where the approximate
scription of dielectric nonlinearity contained above hold
Where spontaneous polarization exists, the perturbative
proach is not valid, and an appropriate theory has not b
developed. Fitting the curves with the phenomenologi
mean field Eq.~3! gives C1.(1.053104) °C, T01.9 °C,
andC2.(2.113104) °C, T02.13 °C. Note how the differ-
ent nature of the two transitions emerges in the differ
values of the mismatchTc12T01.2 °C and Tc22T02
.7 °C, higher for the first-order one.

To characterize dielectric nonlinearity of the samples,
proximated by Eq.~2!, we superimposed on the low
frequency oscillation a static electric field~uncoupled to the
LCR meter! through a controllable high-voltage supply. R
sults are shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen directly from t
data, neglecting dielectric nonlinearity is a useful, but har
defensible, approximation.

This allows an evaluation ofj̄ as a function of sampleT
using the expression of Eq.~2! approximated as in Eq.~5!.
Results are summarized in Table I. Sample KLTN1 has po
tive values ofj̄, which increase asT increases, for the tem
peratures studied, leading to an overall ‘‘defocusing’’ effe
For KLTN2, the measured dielectric nonlinearity parametej̄
decreases linearly in magnitude as sampleT increases. The

s

FIG. 2. Dielectric nonlinearity of~a! KLTN1 and~b! KLTN2 for
various temperatures of interest where solitons are observed.
the opposite behavior of the samples.
4-3
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negative values indicate a ‘‘focusing effect’’ associated to
first-order transition.

Inserting the values of Table I into Eqs.~8! and~9!, allows
a prediction of the generalized existence curve by solv
numerically the one-dimensional nonlinear equation a
finding the value of the self-trapped normalized FWHMDj
as a function ofu0 andr.

To compare the theory to experiments, we carried ou
map of soliton existence curves in both samples. This w
done launching in thez direction a diffracting (111)D
Gaussian beam from a visible laser source into the crys
and observing for which values of applied external voltagV
and intensity ratiou0

2 the beam undergoes nondiffractin
propagation. Experiments were repeated for several value
sampleT. The apparatus, which involves a beam preparat
launching, and detection system, is reported in an exhaus
manner in literature@2#. We might underline that soliton phe
nomenology we seek is of the steady-state type, i.e., a
trapped condition that remains so in time as long as the s
ton parameters are maintained in proximity of the existe
conditions@2,3#.

In Fig. 3 we show the experimental data taken for KLTN
@9# and KLTN2 compared to theory. In particular, in Fig. 3~a!
experimental existence points fan out in a manner that is w
described by the theory, indicated by the dashed cur
Branching indicates that a stronger nonlinearity is required
trap solitons than would be expected from standard the
@11#, indicated by the single solid curve. An opposite beh
ior is found in Fig. 3~b! that shows results obtained i
KLTN2. The solid curve, which is the same as that in F
3~a!, is substituted by the branched dashed curves
emerge considering dielectric nonlinearity, and indicate t
trapping occurs for lower nonlinear responses. Note the
metrically opposite behaviors of the two samples. Expe
mental data only marginally match quantitative predictio

TABLE I. Summary of measured dielectric nonlinearity para
eters.

Sample T (°C) j̄ in ~S.I.!

KLTN1 15 0.313109

18 0.403109

21 0.623109

KLTN2 22.5 21.643109

25 20.993109

29 20.413109
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as commonly occurs in these experiments@12#. However,
this being the central product of the present study,
branching and the specular behavior of the two samples fi
an explanation in the modified dielectric response of
samples, which leads to the modified nonlinear propaga
regime of Eq.~8!.

In conclusion, investigating anomalous self-trapping b
havior, we have identified dielectric nonlinearity as one
the basic mechanisms leading to optical soliton formation
photorefractive paraelectric crystals. This allows a mo
knowledgeable design of electro-holographic soliton-ba
circuitry, a promising optical device-oriented effort@13,14#.

Research was funded by the Italian Istituto Nazionale
sica della Materia~INFM! through the PAIS ‘‘Soliton-based
electro-optic structures in near-transition photorefract
crystals and bulk optical manipulation’’ project. The resear
of A.J.A. was supported by the Ministry of Science of th
State of Israel.

FIG. 3. Comparison between experimental existence point
~a! KLTN1 and ~b! KLTN2 for the values ofT considered. We note
the characteristic branching of the curve due to dielectric nonline
ity, the defocusing effect in the second-order transition that cha
terizes KLTN1~a!, and the focusing effect in the first-order trans
tion of KLTN2 ~b!. Dashed curves are the predictions based on
numerical integration of Eq.~8!. Full curve corresponds to the stan
dard model, where no branching is present.
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